Registration of a statistical model to intraoperative ultrasound for scaphoid screw fixation.
Volar percutaneous scaphoid fracture fixation is conventionally performed under fluoroscopy-based guidance, where surgeons need to mentally determine a trajectory for the insertion of the screw and its depth based on a series of 2D projection images. In addition to challenges associated with mapping 2D information to a 3D space, the process involves exposure to ionizing radiation. Three-dimensional ultrasound has been suggested as an alternative imaging tool for this procedure; however, it has not yet been integrated into clinical routine since ultrasound only provides a limited view of the scaphoid and its surrounding anatomy. We propose a registration of a statistical wrist shape + scale + pose model to a preoperative CT and intraoperative ultrasound to derive a patient-specific 3D model for guiding scaphoid fracture fixation. The registered model is then used to determine clinically important intervention parameters, including the screw length and the trajectory of screw insertion in the scaphoid bone. Feasibility experiments are performed using 13 cadaver wrists. In 10 out of 13 cases, the trajectory of screw suggested by the registered model meets all clinically important intervention parameters. Overall, an average 94 % of maximum allowable screw length is obtained based on the measurements from gold standard CT. Also, we obtained an average 92 % successful volar accessibility, which indicates that the trajectory is not obstructed by the surrounding trapezium bone. These promising results indicate that determining clinically important screw insertion parameters for scaphoid fracture fixation is feasible using 3D ultrasound imaging. This suggests the potential of this technology in replacing fluoroscopic guidance for this procedure in future applications.